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• 300g dark chocolate  
(I like to use a mix of 'Callebaut' dark 
chocolate and a little 'Lindt' 90% dark 
chocolate)

• 12/3 cup flaked almonds
• 1 cup honey
• 1 tsp fleur de sel

1. Toast the flaked almonds in a pan until lightly 
golden brown, then spread onto a paper lined 
tray.

2. Pour honey into a small saucepan, bring to the 
boil, let lightly simmer for about 15 minutes.

3. Pour the hot honey over the almonds (be careful 
as the honey is extremely hot), ensure all the 
almonds are coated with the honey, then set 
aside to cool.

4. Melt the chocolate using a tempering method 
(see instructions on next page).

5. Spread the tempered chocolate over the cooled 
honey almonds and sprinkle with fleur de sel.

6. Set in the fridge for a few hours.
7. Once set, remove from the fridge and cut into 

pieces.

Ingredients Method
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I found this really helpful method on 'The Kitchn' and it works every time! 
Thank you Alexandra Whisnant and Kitchn.com!

1.  Heat the water: Fill the pot with water and bring it up to a simmer. Turn off the heat.
2.  Begin melting the chocolate: Make sure your bowl is very dry, as any drops of water will seize up 

the chocolate. Put about 2/3 of your chocolate in the bowl and place it over the water. The water 
should be touching a large area of the bottom of the bowl. Be very careful that the water does 
not splash into the bowl. Do not stir! Let the chocolate sit in bowl over the hot water, uncovered, 
until it is about 2/3 melted.

3.  Stir until completely melted: After the chocolate is about 2/3 melted, gently stir it and allow it to 
melt further. Letting the chocolate partially melt before stirring prevents creating large clumps 
of solid chocolate glued together by melted, now re-solidified chocolate. Be very careful not to 
allow any water into the bowl.

4.  Test the temperature of the chocolate: Lift the spatula up to your lower lip and dab a small dot 
onto the place just below your lower lip. It should sting slightly (but not too much!).

5.  Add remaining chocolate: Remove the bowl from the water and set it on a folded kitchen towel 
to absorb any water from the bottom of the bowl. Stir in the remaining chocolate (the 'seed'). Stir 
slowly and gently until the chocolate is completely melted. The chocolate will begin to thicken 
and become less shiny and more matte as it cools. This part of the process can take up to half an 
hour. If you want to speed things up, take the bowl to a cooler place (outside, for example – but 
not the rain!).

6.  Test again for temperature: Once all the seed chocolate has melted, touch the spatula to your 
lower lip area again. The chocolate should feel cooler than your body temperature. If it feels 
warmer than your skin, you can drop in a few more pieces of chocolate and keep stirring. If you 
don’t feel anything, this means the chocolate is at about your body temperature, and you need to 
keep stirring gently until it cools down. When it is ready it will feel refreshing on your skin. You 
are now ready to pour!

Tempering Chocolate (the simple way)
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